Depression is detectable in the blood
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appropriate concentration of serotonin in the blood
plasma.
Researchers at the MedUni Vienna have now used
functional magnetic resonance imaging of the brain
and pharmacological investigations to demonstrate
that there is a close relationship between the speed
of the serotonin uptake in blood platelets and the
function of a depression network in the brain.

Depression is detectable in the blood

Researchers at the MedUni Vienna have
demonstrated the possibility of using a blood test
to detect depression. While blood tests for mental
illnesses have until recently been regarded as
impossible, a recent study clearly indicates that, in
principle, depression can in fact be diagnosed in
this way and this could become reality in the not
too distant future.

This network is termed the "default mode network"
because it is primarily active at rest and processes
content with strong self-reference. Findings from
recent years have also demonstrated that it is
actively suppressed during complex thought
processes, which is essential for adequate levels of
concentration. Interestingly, patients with
depression find it difficult to suppress this network
during thought processes, leading to negative
thoughts and ruminations as well as poor
concentration.

"This is the first study that has been able to predict
the activity of a major depression network in the
brain using a blood test. While blood tests for
mental illnesses have until recently been regarded
as impossible, this study clearly shows that a blood
test is possible in principle for diagnosing
depression and could become reality in the not too
distant future," explains study leader Lukas
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Vienna. This result means that the diagnosis of
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